
Brief Introduction

How it works?

Data masking is a robust approach to the data security, which provides your precious data a sophisticated method 
to prevent them from being breached and hacked. This technology replaces your sensitive data by de-identification 
value, which go a different way to encryption. The replaced value is not generated by real data, which means that 
there is no way to map masked data back to real ones by any unauthenticated mathematical calculating.

Based on data masking technology, Salus Cybersecurity provides your precious data more possibility to be utilized 
efficiently under secured masking procedure, which enables agility and reasonable customization to achieve the 
best-fit for your system.

Personal Identifiable Information (PII), Personal Health Information (PHI) and Card Holder Data is three most 
common cases which apply data masking technology. To develop precision marketing and boost your business 
performance, big data utilization can be realized only when sensitive data being masked which also protects privacy 
while being regulatory compliant.

Pseudonymization is one of the popular approaches which is empowered by the data masking solution. This 
approach has been applied broadly, especially in insurance industries and medical institutions.
 
Here is the reference case in insurance industry for a better understanding.
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1. The insurer requests the database for previous real case
2. Database returns the real data to Data Masking API
3. Data Masking API transfers real data into masked data
4. Masked data is shown in Insurer’s device without sensitive data including 
    other PII of other applicants and the name of other insurers when needed.



Why Data Masking:

Data Security
A viable solution to five types of threats – data breaches, data loss, account or 

service hijacking, insecure interfaces and malicious use of data by insiders

Without system reconstruction
Masked data retains its integrity and structural format

Outsourcing overseas
Data can be shared with authorized people, including developers and testers, 

without fear of exposing production data

Cloud data protection
Significantly reduces data risks associated with increasing cloud adoption

Cost Minimization
Cost effective and less complicated than encryption, which also mitigates 

insider threat

Big data analysis 
Can be utilized for developing precision marketing accordingly

Performance improvement 
Can be achieved by real case reference through automatic data masking process

• For Enterprise

Privacy protection 
No worries for data providers when confidential information is masked.

Access Control management
Only the authorized one can read your data, reducing the number of internal 

moles who misuse your data.

• For End Customer


